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 Work Management for Teams
In today’s project-driven, 24/7 economy, collaborating is a way of life. Typically, modern teams, work with people both inside and outside the company and across the globe to meet deadlines and complete projects on time. Our work collaboration blog category shows you what to look for in a project/work collaboration solution to effectively execute projects and manage teams, tasks, and deadlines. Whether on a team of 5 or 25, learn how to use the best tools when trying to set goals, create a plan, track progress, share documents, and monitor progress. We can help you look for adaptable solutions that are closely related to enterprise social networking platforms.

 Navigating Digital Transformation: IBM Engineering Integration Hub Catalyzes Data-Driven Success
 October 19, 2023In the pursuit of successful digital transformation, many businesses have faced challenges stemming from fragmented data repositories and the implementation of multiple systems of record to accommodate evolving business demands. Learn why a digital toolchain integration hub is critical and examine two common integration scenarios.

 Company Culture Doesn’t Come from a Monitor: How to Create a Connected Workforce in an Increasingly Virtual World
 January 10, 2023Building meaningful, sustainable connections is mission-critical when teams are distributed around the country or even dispersed globally. The past few years have taught us just how important it is to build human bridges across the digital platforms that have enabled us to move into this modern, hybrid future.

 The Four Types of Integration for Software Delivery: Pros and Cons 
 August 12, 2022If you’re looking to improve efficiency in your software delivery organization, a good first step is to integrate your toolchain and automate workflows.   The software delivery life cycle is complex and involves many specialists who each require specialized tools. Integration allows information to flow seamlessly from tool to tool, knitting your software delivery toolchain into...

 OKRs Examples for Software Companies
 June 20, 2022Introduction Objective and Key Results (OKRs) were first implemented by Andy Grove at Intel in the 1970s. John Doerr, who had worked at Intel, brought OKRs to Google in 1999, where they helped fuel massive growth and raise employee morale. Since then, OKRs have become the choice goal-setting method for digital natives and traditional businesses...

 When it Comes to Transformation, It’s OK to Break the Rules
 May 25, 2022Digital transformations often start with some common rules of thumb: “Start small.” “Lift and shift workloads to the Cloud.” “Create a proof of concept for your Agile initiatives, and then scale.” But in one of my favorite talks from DOES Europe 2022, Pieter Jordaan, CTO at TUI Group, describes how they accelerated their digital transformation...
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About Planview Blog
The Planview Blog is your community for discovery and support in the changing world of work. You’ll find insights from subject
 matter experts in the areas of strategic planning, Lean and Agile delivery, project portfolio management, resource management, product portfolio management, enterprise architecture, innovation management, and project collaboration. Discover primary
 research, trends, and best practices for improving everything from strategy to delivery within your organization.
Learn more about the Planview Blog
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 Manufacturing Agility: Medical Tech Leader Reduces WIP by 70%
 May 6, 2022As a global leader in medical technology grew in size and complexity, it struggled to achieve the manufacturing agility required to perform at scale. That’s when Planview AgilePlace became part of their story. With Planview AgilePlace, the company’s globally distributed teams are able to connect strategy to delivery, plan and replan with agility, and empower...

 How a Top Telecom Company Adopted Demand Management Software and Streamlined Their Projects
 April 6, 2022Demand management software helps companies improve productivity, reduce bottlenecks, and make better-informed decisions. It can transform the way organizations plan and execute projects. But there’s a catch. If employees don’t know how to use this technology, there’s no point in implementing it. For all the time and resources organizations invest in new software, they often...

 Standing in the Arena: Change takes a bit of courage and an environment that fosters it
 January 27, 2022In my earlier post, Testing to Improve Flow Means Happier Teams, I talked about how a lightweight test may shine a light on one or more experiments to start with. Let’s explore how one can improve team flow by creating an environment where experimentation can take place and where real change is possible.  A quote...

 It’s Planview Hub’s 5th Birthday and We’re Celebrating You!
 January 25, 2022This month marks Planview Hub’s 5th birthday! On this milestone day we’re celebrating you — our customers — and all your amazing achievements! Thanks to your integrations, you’re improving the daily work of your teams every single day!  CGI, Panasonic Automotive, TELUS Health, HERE Technologies, NIO, and Frequentis are just a few of our customers...

 Tasktop’s Rapid Response to the Log4J Vulnerability Exemplifies the Importance of Value Stream Management
 December 14, 2021Note: We continue to follow and respond quickly to this complex and evolving issue. Did Your Response Delight or Disappoint Customers?  The initial CVE for the Log4j vulnerability that set the internet on fire on Friday was happily already fixed in Tasktop’s SaaS products by early afternoon. Customers running our solutions on-prem promptly received a...
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